GOD’S BEEN GOOD TO ME

By Keith Urban

Choreo: Marie Lovelace
4147 Catalpa Hill Dr
Bartlett, TN 38135
adaptation by Anne Mills

WAIT: 16 Counts

INTRO

(4) Kangaroo   DS-Slide RS-Slide RS
          L       L  RL  L  RL
          &1  & 2&  3  &4
(4) Triple 1/2 Right DS-DS-DS-RS

PART A

(4) 2 Basics       DS-RS
(4) 1 Triple Forward DS-DS-DS-RS
(4) 2 Basics
(4) 2- 1 Triple Back
(4) Push Left     DS-RS-RS-RS
(4) 2 Basics
(4) Push Right – turn 1/2 Right
(4) 2 Basics

PART B (in a box) --1/4 Left--

(4) Walk the Dog/Double Crab Walk DS-DS-Heel Heel RS
          L  R  L  R  LR
          &1 &2 & 3 &4
(4) 2 Basics Forward

BREAK 1

(8) 2 Kangaroos Left & Right
(4) 2 Basics Back

PART B:(in a box) 4(Walk the Dog 1/4 Left, 2 Basics forward)
PART C (in a Box)

(4) Vine Over 4/Clogover 4  DS(ots)-DS(xif)-DS(ots)-DS(xib)
    L R L R
    &1 &2 &3 &4

(4) Rocking Chair 1/4 Left  DS-BrHl-DS-RS
    L R L R LR
    &1 &2 &3 &4

BREAK II

(8) Cowboy  DS-DS-DS-BrHl-DS-RS-RS-RS
    L R L R L R LR LR LR
    &1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

PART B: (in a box) 4(Walk the Dog 1/4 left, 2 Basics forward)
BREAK II* 2(Cowboy turn 1/2 left each)

BREAK1: 2 Kangaroos, 2 Basics Back

ENDING: (in a box) 4(Kangaroo, Triple 3/4 Right)

Abbreviations:
DS=Double Toe Step  Br=Brush  xif=Cross In Front  ots=Out to Side
RS=Rock Step  Hl=Heel  xib =Cross in Back